
Response 
Percent

Response 
Count

34.3% 12
65.7% 23
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Where different benefit standards apply in different countries because of market prevalence or statutory arrangements how do you deal with this in your GM policy. Choose from the 
following:

answered question

The company provides Host country addendums to our standard policy. We follow local market practice and minimum statutory requirements in all cases.

International Benefits

Additional comments (if any)

Answer Options

Expats remain in their home country benefits schemes

skipped question

We treat all globally mobile employees consistently regardless of local market practice except where the law requires mandatory cover.

Additional comments (if any)
Currently reviewing our benefits processes and philosophy for assignees

Where different benefit standards apply in different countries because of market prevalence or statutory arrangements how do you deal with this in your GM 
policy. Choose from the following:

The company provides Host country addendums to our standard policy. We
follow local market practice and minimum statutory requirements in all
cases.

We treat all globally mobile employees consistently regardless of local
market practice except where the law requires mandatory cover.



Response 
Percent

Response 
Count

33.3% 11
15.2% 5
9.1% 3
9.1% 3

33.3% 11
2

33
6

US outbound are managed in line with their home country scheme.  ROW have international cover
We cover IA's under international medical cover but a few elements are co-pay and we would require the employee to pay this

Where there is a co-pay on benefit arrangements do you expect assignees to pay the co-payment?

Only where this is normal practice in the employee’s home and host country

Yes

Additional comments (if any)

International Benefits

Only where this is normal practice in the host country.

skipped question

Answer Options

We cover all Globally mobile employees with international cover which does not require a co-payment

No, the company pay any required co-payments.

Additional comments (if any)

answered question

Where there is a co-pay on benefit arrangements do you expect assignees to pay the co-payment?

Yes

No, the company pay any required co-payments.

Only where this is normal practice in the host country.

Only where this is normal practice in the employee’s 
home and host country

We cover all Globally mobile employees with
international cover which does not require a co-payment



Answer is relevant to 
all job levels

Answer is to certain 
(senior) levels only

Response 
Count

4 1 5
9 1 10

19 2 21
4 0 4

3
28
11skipped question

If items such as maternity are not covered on your local medical cover for an assignee and the assignee family had such a requirement would 
you:

Do nothing - the Assignee would have to make their own arrangements

Bridge the gap on the Host country policy

answered question

International Benefits

Use an International Plan cover which includes such provision

Answer Options

Additional comments (if any)

Cover on the Home country policy

We follow the home country benefit

We checked these coverage requirements at RFP to ensure this and serious illness are covered 
We look at moving them onto a host country medical policy and remove them from the international policy

Additional comments (if any)
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It items such as maternity are not covered on your local medical cover for an assignee and the assignee family had such 
a requirement would you:

Answer is relevant to all job levels

Answer is to certain (senior) levels only



Response 
Percent

Response 
Count

46.7% 14
13.3% 4
40.0% 12

2
30
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Use an international pension plan where assignee cannot remain in home plan
except seconded staff who remain in home pension

Additional comments (if any)

Do you think your assignees are happy with their retirement provisions during their 
assignment?

Additional comments (if any)

Yes they seem happy with our current approach

skipped question

International Benefits

We have not had any feedback

Answer Options

answered question

No they don't seem happy with our current approach

Do you think your assignees are happy with their retirement provisions 
during their assignment?

Yes they seem happy with our
current approach

No they don't seem happy
with our current approach

We have not had any
feedback



Response 
Percent

Response Count

6.7% 2
16.7% 5
10.0% 3
66.7% 20

3
30
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We only use the IPO for the nomads or those who cannot remain in home plan I.e. Intra regional within Europe
the IPP is used where the assignee is not able to continue in home country arrangements
Its used for senior employees, non-dom in UK

International Benefits

No, we don't have an IPP but we are currently considering it

Answer Options

Additional comments (if any)

Yes, we have an IPP and it is used for 'global nomads' only

Additional comments (if any)

skipped question

Does your company have an International Pension Plan (IPP)?

No, we don't run an IPP and are not considering it at this stage

Yes, we have an IPP and it is used for all assignees

answered question

Does your company have an International Pension Plan (IPP)?

Yes, we have an IPP and it is used for all
assignees

Yes, we have an IPP and it is used for
'global nomads' only

No, we don't have an IPP but we are
currently considering it

No, we don't run an IPP and are not
considering it at this stage



Response 
Percent Response Count

16.7% 1
83.3% 5

3
6

33

Details
don't know

No problems with setting up and the scheme has been in place for a number of years.

International Benefits

Details

Answer Options

skipped question

No

Tax relief issues - assignees who are granted relief at source on pension contributions and trying to 
determine best way to continue this benefit through tax equalization reconciliations etc. trying to 
convince assignees to join IPP and understand process. 

Have you had any issues/challenges setting up the IPP in your company?

answered question

Yes - please give details below

Have you had any issues/challenges setting up the IPP in your company?

Yes - please give details below

No



Answer is relevant to 
all job levels

Answer is to certain 
(senior) levels only

Response 
Count

13 1 14
2 1 3
16 0 16

0
30
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Do you think your assignees are happy with their Life Insurance provisions during their assignment?

Additional comments (if any)

Yes they seem happy with our current approach

skipped question

International Benefits

We have not had a any feedback

Answer Options

answered question

No they don't seem happy with our current approach
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Yes they seem happy
with our current

approach

No they don't seem
happy with our current

approach

We have not had a any
feedback

Do you think your assignees are happy with their Life Insurance provisions during their 
assignment?

Answer is relevant to all job levels

Answer is to certain (senior) levels only



Response 
Percent

Response 
Count

40.0% 12
3.3% 1
56.7% 17

1
30
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We have recently highlighted this as an area to be looked into.

Additional comments (if any)

Are your assignees happy with their AD&D (Accidental Death & Dismemberment) 
provisions during their assignment?

Additional comments (if any)

Yes they seem happy with our current approach

skipped question

International Benefits

We do not have any feedback

Answer Options

answered question

No they don't seem happy with our current approach

Are your assignees happy with their AD&D (Accidental Death & 
Dismemberment) provisions during their assignment?

Yes they seem happy with our
current approach

No they don't seem happy
with our current approach

We do not have any feedback



Answer is relevant to 
all levels

Answer is to certain 
(senior) levels only

Response 
Count

3 0 3
8 1 9

13 0 13
3

23
16

Not relevant
We follow home country benefit
This is the reason we are reviewing our position on this

Additional comments (if any)

If your assignee AD&D cover is better in the home country but would normally move to a host country cover would you cover the 
coverage gap?

Additional comments (if any)

Yes we would increase the coverage gap within the host country

skipped question

International Benefits

No we do not cover the gap, they have to accept the new terms

Answer Options

answered question

Yes, but they would remain on the home country cover
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Yes we would increase the
coverage gap within the

host country

Yes, but they would
remain on the home

country cover

No we do not cover the
gap, they have to accept

the new terms

If your assignee AD&D cover is better in the home country but would normally move to a host country cover 
would you cover the coverage gap?

Answer is relevant to all levels

Answer is to certain (senior) levels only



Yes No Response 
Count

3 20 23
3 20 23
4 19 23
4 19 23

3
23
16

We do not offer a local plus package. 
would be interested in the survey feedaback referring to this question

International Benefits

Life

Answer Options

If you do tax protect/compensate for any of the above please provide details below

Pension

If you do tax protect/compensate for any of the above please provide details below

This is decided on case by case basis. This depends on future plans for assignee and if likely return to home 
country in which case we attempt to maintain the home pension etc and would compensate for any loss/less 
favour able benefit in host country. This may be done over a phases out 3-5 year period. 

skipped question

If your assignee is on a Local Plus assignment do you offer tax protection/compensation for the 
following benefits where there is a more favourable tax benefit in the home country to the host 

AD&D

Medical

answered question
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Medical Pension Life AD&D

If your assignee is on a Local Plus assignment do you offer tax 
protection/compensation for the following benefits where there is a more favourable 

tax benefit in the home country to the host country?

Yes

No



Response 
Percent

Response 
Count

82.8% 24
17.2% 5

2
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Yes under International medical policy 
Covered under global policy

International Benefits

Additional comments (if any)

Answer Options

skipped question

No

Additional comments (if any)

Do you provide international healthcare cover for an assignee's partner if they are not married 
where the local policy excludes a partner if they are not married?

answered question

Yes

Do you provide international healthcare cover for an assignee's partner if they are 
not married where the local policy excludes a partner if they are not married?

Yes

No



Response 
Percent

Response 
Count

80.0% 16
10.0% 2
10.0% 2

3
20
19

International Benefits

The company continue to pay for cover on the home country healthcare plan for the employee’s partner to utilise if necessary

Answer Options

answered question

The company pay for international healthcare cover for the partner to received healthcare in an alternative location until such a time as the partner marries the assignee

Additional comments (if any)

The company would provide healthcare cover for accompanying family in the host location.  If unaccompanied the family would lose home cover for the duration of the assignment.  

We only pay for the medical healthcare for the assignee and accompanying dependents. No insurance is provided (i.e. paid for by the company if the family members remain in the home location)

If the partner is on assignment with the employee then they will be covered to receive healthcare in that international assignment location

Please select the answer that best describes your approach:

Additional comments (if any)

The company pay for international healthcare cover for the duration of the assignment for the partner to receive healthcare in an alternative location.

skipped question

Please select the answer that best describes your approach:

The company pay for international healthcare cover for the
duration of the assignment for the partner to receive
healthcare in an alternative location.

The company pay for international healthcare cover for the
partner to received healthcare in an alternative location until
such a time as the partner marries the assignee

The company continue to pay for cover on the home country 
healthcare plan for the employee’s partner to utilise if 
necessary



Response 
Percent

Response 
Count

0.0% 0
28.6% 2
71.4% 5

1
7
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International Benefits

The company provides the employee with full information and if their partner cannot be covered, this is part of the personal decision whether to accept the assignment or not.

Answer Options

answered question

The company accepts it cannot always provide a solution to legal constraints.

Additional comments (if any)

We only provide medical insurance for the assignee's partner (and dependents) if they accompany them on assignment

Please select the most appropriate option below to provide the reason why your company does not provide international healthcare cover for the assignee's partner:

Additional comments (if any)

The company only provides private medical cover in countries where the law allows it

skipped question

Please select the most appropriate option below to provide the reason why your company does not provide international healthcare cover for the assignee's partner:

The company only provides private medical cover in countries where the law allows
it

The company accepts it cannot always provide a solution to legal constraints.

The company provides the employee with full information and if their partner cannot
be covered, this is part of the personal decision whether to accept the assignment or
not.



Response 
Count

0
0

39

International Benefits

If you have anything else you would like to share/comment on 
regarding your organisations International Benefits please share 

Answer Options

answered question
skipped question


